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ABSTRACT
Protein mimics such as peptoids form self-assembled nanostructures whose shape and function are governed by the side chain chemistry
and secondary structure. Experiments have shown that a peptoid sequence with a helical secondary structure assembles into microspheres
that are stable under various conditions. The conformation and organization of the peptoids within the assemblies remains unknown and is
elucidated in this study via a hybrid, bottom-up coarse-graining approach. The resultant coarse-grained (CG) model preserves the chemical
and structural details that are critical for capturing the secondary structure of the peptoid. The CG model accurately captures the overall
conformation and solvation of the peptoids in an aqueous solution. Furthermore, the model resolves the assembly of multiple peptoids into
a hemispherical aggregate that is in qualitative agreement with the corresponding results from experiments. The mildly hydrophilic peptoid
residues are placed along the curved interface of the aggregate. The composition of the residues on the exterior of the aggregate is determined
by two conformations adopted by the peptoid chains. Hence, the CG model simultaneously captures sequence-specific features and the
assembly of a large number of peptoids. This multiscale, multiresolution coarse-graining approach could help in predicting the organization
and packing of other tunable oligomeric sequences of relevance to biomedicine and electronics.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0138510

I. INTRODUCTION

Nature’s critical processes rely on numerous proteins working
in tandem. The properties and functions of these proteins are dic-
tated by the sequence, structure, and organization of their subunits.
However, these proteins are unable to sustain their functionality
upon exposure to proteases and changes in temperature, pH, and
non-biological conditions. These shortcomings can be overcome by
synthetic heteropolymers that mimic the design principles and prop-
erties and sustain the functionalities of proteins under a variety of
external conditions. Synthetic heteropolymers constituting protein-
mimics encompass higher order structures corresponding to those
of the protein subunits. The subunits include secondary structures
such as helices, beta-sheets, their complexes, or tertiary structures.1,2

The sequence, structure, packing, and organization of the subunits
are key to the function of the synthetic heteropolymer. Synthetic
polymers with side chain diversity and secondary structure have
been synthesized toward the goal of adopting stable tertiary and

quaternary structures and displaying protein-like functions.3,4 Yet,
most synthetic polymers have a limited chemical diversity or
monomer coupling reaction efficiency. However, a class of syn-
thetic polymers, namely, poly-N-substituted glycine heteropolymers
or peptoids,5,6 are not constrained by these limitations and adopt
higher order structures reminiscent of protein subunits.

Unlike proteins and peptides where the side chain is appended
to the backbone α-carbon, the side chains in peptoid sequences are
appended to the backbone nitrogen.7,8 This modification results in
a loss of chirality and hydrogen bonding along the peptoid back-
bone, i.e., the key features that determine the secondary structure
of proteins and peptides. In peptoids, the secondary structure is
determined by the side chains. As a consequence, peptoids are able
to sustain their secondary structure upon exposure to proteases
and changes in temperature, pH, and non-biological conditions.
Furthermore, the side chain diversity in peptoids is expansive.
These characteristics enable the design of highly tunable sequences
that aggregate to form a variety of ordered assemblies, including
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superhelices,9 nanosheets,10,11 nanotubes,12 and vesicles.13 The sec-
ondary structure of individual peptoid chains influences the struc-
ture and morphology of the final equilibrated aggregate.11 How-
ever, the preservation of the secondary structure along with the
molecular organization upon the formation of a thermodynamically
stable aggregate remains an open question. Of specific interest are
peptoid sequences with a helical secondary structure. This study
focuses on a sequence that assembles into microspheres.14,15

A prior experimental study demonstrated a helical peptoid
sequence with a chiral, aromatic side chain to self-assemble into
microspheres.14,15 The side chain residues on the third face of the
helix were tuned to study their impact on the viability and character-
istics of the microspheres. Secondary structure and partial water sol-
ubility were identified as key features that determined the robustness
of the microspheres. However, due to the constraints in experimen-
tal techniques, the organization of the peptoids within microspheres
remains unknown. On the other hand, computational approaches
can resolve detailed characteristics of the molecules within micro-
spheres. To date, existing computational models have characterized
the properties of a single peptoid helix.16,17 These models are not
suitable for capturing the self-assembly of peptoids into larger aggre-
gates. This challenge can be addressed by a computational technique
that simultaneously captures the assembly over a range of spatiotem-
poral scales and resolves the secondary structure and conformation
of the molecules within the aggregates.

In this study, the self-assembly of a peptoid sequence with a
helical secondary structure is investigated using a multiscale, mul-
tiresolution computational approach. The computational approach
uses a multiresolution coarse-grained (CG) model in conjunction
with the Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation technique to resolve
the dynamics of the self-assembly process. The CG model of the
peptoid sequence is developed to resolve the solvation, structure of
individual molecules, and their assembly. A bottom-up model devel-
opment approach is employed, wherein the CG model is parame-
terized using all atom (AA) MD trajectories. This CG model also
provides insights into the molecular organization of the peptoid
sequences within an aggregate. Due to the bottom-up nature of this
CG model, the AA characteristics are preserved. This allows one to
reintroduce the atomistic representation in the CG configurations
via backmapping. Hence, the term “multiresolution” is used for this
class of bottom-up CG approaches.18–20

All atom models represent the detailed chemical structure of
oligomeric sequences of peptoids. Due to the modifications along
the backbone, the frequently used peptide force fields cannot accu-
rately capture features such as cis–trans isomerization in peptoids.21

Hence, peptide force fields were modified to build dedicated AA
peptoid force fields, such as MFTOID.22 Based on the experi-
mental and quantum mechanical data, seven parameters in the
CHARMM22 force field were modified to obtain the MFTOID
force field. Another study23 employed the Chemistry at Harvard
Macromolecular Mechanics (CHARMM) generalized force field
(CGenFF)24 to refine the MFTOID force field. This approach yielded
better results for three peptoid residues and provided a protocol
for transferability to any arbitrary peptoid residue. Other peptide-
based25 and generic16,26 force fields have been modified to create
AA peptoid force fields. Overall, the main concern with AA pep-
toid force fields is transferability across a wide range of side chain
residues. To that end, MFTOID has been tested on various side

chain residues. It provides good results for simulations with sin-
gle27 and multiple peptoid28 chains. A previous study demonstrated
that MFTOID was able to resolve the assembly of multiple peptoids
into a nanosheet with dimensions that are in agreement with exper-
iments.11 In addition, the model was able to resolve a secondary
structure that is unique to the specific peptoid sequence. Further-
more, MFTOID was employed to resolve the assembly of a large
number of peptoids into helical rods and crystalline sheets.28 These
AA simulations began with a preassembled structure wherein the
peptoids were placed close to each other.29 It is not computation-
ally feasible to resolve the assembly of a large number of randomly
distributed peptoids into an aggregate that is at thermodynamic
equilibrium. Hence, although AA models preserve the chemical
details of the peptoid sequences, these models are unable to capture
their self-assembly due to the enormous degrees of freedom and the
extended spatiotemporal scales.

To resolve the assembly of peptoids over large spatiotemporal
scales, CG models are employed. These models represent the pep-
toid sequences with significantly fewer degrees of freedom and can
be categorized as top-down or bottom-up models. The top-down CG
models30 are parameterized using thermodynamic properties, such
as the experimental free-energy of partitioning, and are typically
transferable. For example, the MARTINI force field31,32 efficiently
resolves the assembly of lipids and peptides while simplifying the
representation of the chemical details of individual molecules, such
as the secondary structure. In addition, the top-down CG models can
be used to access large spatiotemporal scales. This is attributed to the
simple and smooth nature of the underlying CG potentials. These
potentials are fitted to an analytical function, and they typically have
a single energy well. In addition, the top-down approaches do not
employ small CG beads. On average, the MARTINI model employs
a 4:1 mapping scheme, where four heavy atoms (such as carbon and
oxygen) are mapped to a single CG bead. These features enable the
use of a large integration time step. For example, an integration time
step between 20 and 30 fs can be used with the MARTINI model.33

Currently, there are no top-down CG models available for peptoids.
In contrast, the bottom-up CG models30,34 are parameterized using
trajectories from AA MD simulations. Typically, the coarse-graining
scheme of bottom-up approaches for oligomeric sequences, such as
peptoids and peptides, include small CG beads.35,36 Such beads are
required to accurately resolve the chemical structure of the sequence.
The bottom-up approaches that include small CG beads employ a
small integration time step (2 fs). The use of larger integration time
steps (such as 4 fs) leads to numerical instability. As suggested by a
previous study,35 a smaller integration time step could be required to
maintain numerical stability when there are small CG beads in the
model. The previous study employed a 2 fs time step for a peptoid
sequence that had bulky side chains like the ones considered in this
study. The coarse-graining of bulky side chains requires small CG
beads that encompass atomistic fragments such as CH2 groups (see
Fig. 1). Another bottom-up study on peptides36 also employed a time
step of 2 fs. Due to a smaller integration time step, these bottom-up
CG models were unable to access large spatiotemporal scales.

Bottom-up CG models that resolve the assembly of peptoids
can be categorized based on the starting configuration of the simu-
lation. Some studies model peptoid-based assemblies that start from
a preassembled initial configuration. In these studies, the peptoids
are placed in close proximity and they aggregate to form a large
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FIG. 1. (a) The [Nspe–Npmb–(Nspe)2–NLys–Nspe]2 peptoid sequence. (b) CG scheme superimposed on the peptoid sequence. The red beads represent the peptoid
backbone. The gray beads represent the C and N terminal beads. The yellow, blue, and green beads represent the Nspe, Npmb, and NLys peptoid residues, respectively.
Zoomed-in views of these residues are shown in Fig. SI.2. (c) Relaxed helix-like AA configuration of the peptoid sequence. The backbone beads are superimposed on the
AA coordinates for ease of visualization of the helix-like structure. (d) and (e) CG schemes for water molecules and ions, respectively. For ions, the CG bead is shown larger
for ease of visualization.

assembly over the course of the simulation. An example of this
approach is the MF-CG-TOID force field, which was employed to
study the formation of nanosheets using anisotropic CG potentials.37

The CG model was fitted to trajectories from AA simulations (using
the MFTOID force field) and further refined using experimental
data. The model resolved the assembly of 48 peptoids into a mono-
layer on an air–water interface. Due to the bottom-up nature of the
model, the average spacing between the peptoid chains was in quan-
titative agreement with the x-ray scattering data. However, it is noted
that these simulations started from a configuration wherein the pep-
toids were preassembled in a brick-like arrangement. The issue with
preassembled models is that the conformation of individual peptoids
could be biased. Since the peptoids are placed in close proximity,
the conformational sampling of individual peptoid chains could be
limited. This could result in biased conformations of individual pep-
toid chains. Other investigations model the self-assembly of a few
peptoids starting from a randomly distributed initial configuration.
Here, the peptoids are initially placed outside the interaction range

from each other. Hence, the initial conformation of the peptoids is
unbiased. Currently, to the best of our knowledge, there is only one
such work that models the assembly of 16 CG peptoids.35 In this
model, the CG time scale is nearly the same as the AA time scale.
Hence, with this CG model, it could be computationally expensive to
resolve the assembly of a larger number of peptoids (namely, of the
order of 100 or more molecules). Therefore, there is a need for a CG
model that captures the self-assembly of a large number of peptoids.
Initially, the peptoids need to be randomly distributed and placed
outside the interaction range from each other. This will ensure that
the initial configuration of the peptoids is unbiased. Hence, this
study reports a model that captures the self-assembly of 128 peptoids
starting from a randomly distributed initial configuration.

This study will develop a multiresolution CG model that simul-
taneously captures the solvation, structure, and assembly of peptoid
sequences with a helical secondary structure. This can be achieved by
a combination of bottom-up CG techniques as demonstrated in an
earlier study.20 Typically, AA trajectories provide the structure,38,39
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forces,40 and energies19,35,36,41 of the molecules, which can be used to
develop the CG potentials using various coarse-graining methods.
In this study, a combination of structure and force-based methods
are used. The bonded interactions, i.e., bonds, angles, and dihedrals,
are derived using a structure-based method called Iterative Boltz-
mann Inversion (IBI).38,39 This technique preserves the structure of
the peptoid in the CG model. In addition, IBI is used to resolve
the solvation of the peptoid, i.e., the peptoid–water interactions.
To resolve the assembly of the peptoids, the intermolecular inter-
actions between the peptoids need to be sampled to develop the CG
potentials. An earlier study20 demonstrated IBI to generate multi-
well peptide–peptide CG potentials. Since these potentials are highly
coupled to the structure of the reference system, the transferability of
these potentials may be limited. Hence, a force-based method called
Force Matching (FM)40,42 is used to resolve the peptoid–peptoid
interactions. This technique generates single-well potentials that are
expected to be transferable over a limited range of concentrations of
the peptoids. Since two coarse-graining techniques are employed to
build the CG model (IBI and FM), the current method is termed as
a “hybrid,” bottom-up coarse-graining approach. The term “hybrid”
is used to be consistent with a prior study that employed IBI and FM
to derive a CG model.42 The CG force field is tested for transferabil-
ity across a peptoid concentration range. Hence, in this work, the
term “transferability” is only used in the context of concentration.

In this study, a variation of an existing bottom-up coarse-
graining approach42,43 is employed. The existing approach uses the
Boltzmann inversion and the FM technique. It has been used for
developing CG force fields to study protein folding, conformations,
and association.43,44 The study on protein association43 examined
the association of five alanine-15 sequences in a simulation box with
a focus on the CG force development and not on the aggregation
process, the characteristics of the assembly, the molecular packing,
or organization within the assemblies. In this study, the IBI and FM
techniques are used to develop a bottom-up CG force field that is
able to capture the aggregation of helical peptoids, study the char-
acteristics of the assembly, and probe the molecular conformation,
packing, and organization within the assemblies. Furthermore, the
CG model is used to study systems sizes that are 1–2 orders of
magnitude larger than what has been investigated to date.43

The hybrid, bottom-up coarse-graining approach is employed
to develop a CG model for the [Nspe–Npmb–(Nspe)2–NLys–Nspe]2
peptoid sequence in an aqueous solution. The helical conformation
of the peptoid sequence is preserved in the CG model. In addition,
the solvation structure of the peptoid is in agreement with cor-
responding results from AA simulations. The CG model resolves
the assembly of multiple peptoids into a hemispherical aggregate
that is in qualitative agreement with corresponding results from
experiments.14,15 This hybrid, bottom-up coarse-graining approach
can be extended to other oligomeric sequences whose molecular
structure, organization, and assembly need to be precisely resolved.

This work develops a fundamental understanding of how heli-
cal peptoids pack within assemblies. A CG model that preserves the
helical secondary structure of individual peptoid chains and cap-
tures the assembly of the peptoids is reported. The self-assembly of
64 CG peptoids yields a hemispherical aggregate. Furthermore, the
self-assembly of 128 CG peptoids yields an assembly that consists
of two connected hemispherical aggregates. Hence, it is surmised
that larger peptoid-based assemblies may consist of a network of

hemispherical aggregates. Since the side chain residues mainly
govern the behavior of peptoid-based materials, their organiza-
tion within the hemispherical aggregate is characterized. The pep-
toid sequence consists of three types of side chains: (a) charged,
hydrophilic, (b) mildly hydrophilic, and (c) hydrophobic residues.
The mildly hydrophilic residues are placed along the curved inter-
face of the hemispherical aggregate. The helical peptoids adopt two
conformations within the aggregate. These conformations dictate
the placement of the charged, hydrophilic residues on the exterior
of the aggregate. Finally, the hydrophobic residues mainly drive the
self-assembly of the peptoid chains into an aggregate. This infor-
mation can be used to guide the future design and synthesis of
tunable materials for use in a diverse range of disciplines, including
biomedicine,45–47 energy,48,49 and electronics.50,51

II. METHODS
All simulation files are provided in Ref. 52. In the

supplementary material, Fig. SI.1 lists the computational tools
provided in Ref. 52. These files can be employed to reproduce all
parts of this work. The AA and CG simulation details are provided
in the supplementary material.

A. Mapping scheme
A coarse-grained model for the [Nspe–Npmb–(Nspe)2–

NLys–Nspe]2 peptoid sequence (Fig. 1) is developed. This
sequence consists of three peptoid residues, namely, Nspe [N-(S)-
1-phenylethylglycine], Npmb [N-(p-methoxybenzyl)glycine], and
NLys (N-4-aminobutylglycine). The backbone and side chain
residues of the peptoid are coarse-grained into separate beads. The
peptoid sequence consists of 12 sequentially connected residues.
Eleven coarse-grained beads are employed to represent the pep-
toid backbone. These beads are referred to as BBX (BB: backbone;
X: index of the backbone residue). Each backbone bead is con-
nected to a side chain residue. The Nspe and Npmb side chains are
coarse-grained into five beads, i.e., NspeY and NpmbY, respectively
(Y: index of the side chain bead), whereas NLys is coarse-grained
into three beads, i.e., NLysY (Y: index of the side chain bead). Both
the C and N termini are represented by a single coarse-grained bead.
In addition to peptoid molecules, the system encompasses water
molecules and monovalent chloride ions, which are included in the
coarse-grained representation using a single-site mapping scheme.20

It is noted that the corresponding experiments15 are conducted in
a 4:1 mixture of ethanol and water, respectively. To simplify the
model development process, a single component solvent system,
i.e., pure water, is chosen. In the future, multi-component solvent
systems (ethanol–water mixtures) will be considered to better repro-
duce experimental conditions. Another CG model for peptoids has
employed a multi-component representation of the solvent.53

B. All atom reference for coarse-grained model
development

The MFTOID force field22 is used to obtain the AA MD
trajectories for the [Nspe–Npmb–(Nspe)2–NLys–Nspe]2 peptoid
sequence. A previous study compared the results for end-to-end
distributions of a polypeptoid obtained from AA simulations and
experiments.27 The results for the AA representation were obtained
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using four AA peptoid force fields. The MFTOID22 and GAFF-ϕ16

force fields yielded end-to-end distributions that were in good agree-
ment with experiments. Since the GAFF-ϕ force field was specifically
designed for Nspe residues, it imposed a bias on the ϕ dihedral. This
force field could work for other chiral side chains, but could poten-
tially yield inaccurate representations of achiral side chains. Since
the current study involves both chiral and achiral peptoid residues,
the MFTOID force field is chosen. The MFTOID force field is not
transferable to all types of peptoid side chain residues.27,54,55 How-
ever, the side chains that are considered in this study have been
previously studied using MFTOID.35,56 In addition, the resulting
dihedral distributions for the three side chains (generated using the
MFTOID force field) are validated with quantum mechanical cal-
culations (discussed later). The MFTOID force field is a modified
version of the CHARMM22 force field57,58 and enables cis–trans
isomerization by enhancing the flexibility of the ω dihedral (see
Fig. SI.3). This backbone dihedral defines the isomeric states. The
cis and trans states correspond to ω = 0 and ω = ±180, respec-
tively. Figure SI.4 shows that a standard AA MD simulation cannot
explore both cis and trans isomeric states within time scales that
are computationally feasible. Previous studies report an energy bar-
rier of 25 kBT (T = 300 K) between cis and trans isomers.35,55,59,60

Hence, parallel-biased metadynamics35,61,62 is used in conjunction
with the AA MD simulations. This enhanced sampling technique
overcomes the energy barrier and samples both states. Since the
method can simultaneously apply multiple 1-dimensional poten-
tials, it performs well in simulations that encompass a large number
of ω dihedrals, such as the ones used in this study. As discussed in an
earlier study,35 this method is an improvement over well-tempered
metadynamics63 that does not scale well for polypeptoids having
more than 2–3 residues. Since the peptoid sequence in this study
has 12 residues, well-tempered metadynamics is not considered as a
suitable enhanced sampling technique. Hence, parallel-biased meta-
dynamics, which scales well for long polypeptoids, is chosen for
computational efficiency. The input parameters for parallel-biased
metadynamics are the same as those adopted by an earlier study.35

Figure SI.4 shows that the AA MD simulation used in conjunc-
tion with parallel-biased metadynamics (see the red dashed lines)
samples both cis and trans isomers. The final trajectory is unbi-
ased and is used to evaluate the energy barrier between cis and
trans states. Figure SI.5 shows that the cis–trans energy barrier is
in agreement with the corresponding results from earlier studies
on peptoids.22,35,55,59,60,64 Additional testing of the AA force field is
performed on sarcosine, wherein the cis–trans energy barrier is in
agreement with previous measurements.22,35

Parallel-biased metadynamics is also used on the Ψ, Φ, and ρ
dihedrals (see Fig. SI.3) to sample all possible backbone and side
chain conformations. Figure SI.6 shows the energy landscape of the
peptoid backbone as a function of Ψ, ω and Φ, ω combinations.
These results are in good agreement with prior experimental and
computational studies.54

Figure SI.7 shows the distributions for the χ1 dihedral for
the three peptoid residues. The peak positions of these distri-
butions are validated against corresponding results from other
studies.22,23 To enable comparison with the literature, these mea-
surements are performed on single peptoid residues in lieu of the
complete [Nspe–Npmb–(Nspe)2–NLys–Nspe]2 sequence. A quan-
tum mechanical approach for parameterizing the AA side chain

parameters can also be employed for better results.23 This approach
will be pursued in the future.

C. Coarse-grained potential development
The Boltzmann Inversion (BI) and IBI38,39 methods are

employed to derive the bonded, peptoid–water, and water–water
potentials. These coarse graining methods use a reference, such as
the radial distribution function (RDF) of a pairwise interaction.
Since the RDF represents the underlying structure of the interaction,
BI and IBI are called structure-based coarse graining methods.30,36,41

Based on the mapping scheme, the CG coordinates are mapped
onto the coordinates of the AA trajectories. The reference distribu-
tions are generated from these CG-mapped coordinates. Extensive
sampling of the AA simulation trajectories ensures that the refer-
ence distributions are smooth. This is a critical requirement for the
development of the CG potentials. The BI and IBI methods con-
vert the reference distributions into CG potentials. First, the BI
method [Eqs. (1)–(4)] is employed to generate the CG potentials.
Next, if required, the IBI method is employed to refine the CG poten-
tials. This results in a better agreement between the distributions
generated from the AA and CG trajectories,

UCG(d, T) = −kBTln(PCG(d, T)
d2 ), (1)

UCG(θ, T) = −kBTln(PCG(θ, T)
sin(θ) ), (2)

UCG(ϕ, T) = −kBTln(PCG(ϕ, T)), (3)

UCG(r, T) = −kBTln(g(r, T)). (4)

The BI method generates bonded potentials using Eqs. (1)–(3). PCG

refers to the normalized distribution of a bonded interaction as a
function of degree of freedom (d: bond distance, θ: angle, and ϕ:
dihedral angle). Similarly, BI is employed to develop nonbonded
potentials using Eq. (4). g(r) is the RDF of the nonbonded interac-
tion between two CG beads (r is the distance between the centers of
mass of the two CG beads). PCG and g(r) are extracted from the AA
MD trajectories sampled over extended intervals of time. The resul-
tant CG potentials are only valid at the temperature (T) at which the
AA system is simulated. Hence, these potentials are state dependent.
kB is the Boltzmann constant.

The BI method performs well on molecules that do not have
any correlated degrees of freedom along the backbone that result in
secondary structures (such as polymers).18,20 The method assumes
that (a) the bonded and nonbonded potentials can be treated sepa-
rately [see Eq. (5), where RN represents the position of all CG beads]
and (b) all bonded degrees of freedom are independent of each other
[Eq. (6)]. As demonstrated in an earlier study,20 the BI method does
not work well for peptides that have various correlated degrees of
freedom. Similarly, these assumptions are not valid for peptoids.
The IBI method [Eq. (7)] is employed to correct the inconsisten-
cies caused by these assumptions. This corrective scheme is applied
for bonded, peptoid–water, and water–water interactions. Further-
more, special bonded potentials are added to enhance the agreement
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between the results from the AA and CG trajectories (discussed in
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS),

UTotal(RN) = UBonded(RN) +UNonbonded(RN), (5)

PCG(d, θ, ϕ, T) = PCG(d, T) × PCG(θ, T) × PCG(ϕ, T). (6)

The IBI method [Eq. (7)] improves the potentials generated by the
BI method. ρ represents the bonded (d, θ, and ϕ) and nonbonded
(r) degrees of freedom. This scheme iteratively corrects potentials
using the difference between the potential of the mean force of the
CG distribution at the i-th step (Pi) and the reference distribution
(Pref). The process is repeated until there is convergence between Pi

and Pref distributions,

Vi+1(ρ) = Vi(ρ) + kBT ln[ Pi(ρ, T)
Pref (ρ, T)

]. (7)

The Force Matching (FM) method [Eq. (8)] is used to resolve the
peptoid–peptoid nonbonded interactions. This method projects the
forces in the AA representation onto the CG representation of the
peptoids,

χ2 =∑M
m∑

N
n ∣F

ref
mn − FCG

mn ∣
2
. (8)

FM employs a least square approach to minimize the difference
between the forces in the AA (Fref) and CG (FCG) systems. M refers
to the MD coordinate frames, and N refers to the total number of CG
beads. Fref

mn denotes the forces in the AA simulation that are acting on
the n-th CG bead in the m-th MD coordinate frame. FCG

mn refers to
the corresponding forces in the CG simulation. FM converts Eq. (8)
into a set of linear equations. These equations can be solved once
they are overdetermined. This means that the number of parameters
needs to be less than the product of the total number of CG beads

(N) and the MD coordinate frames (M). Hence, a large number of
MD coordinate frames are sampled from the AA trajectory.

In this study, the FM with exclusions method42 is applied to
exclude the effects of bonded and intramolecular nonbonded inter-
actions. Forces are extracted from the final 200 of a 1000 ns AA MD
simulation. A modified topology is generated to exclude the forces
attributed to the bonded and intramolecular nonbonded interac-
tions. For ease of processing, the MD trajectories are decomposed
into smaller blocks, each consisting of 500 frames. An average of 30
splines is employed to generate smooth peptoid–peptoid potentials.

The Versatile Object-oriented Toolkit for Coarse-graining
Applications (VOTCA)65 package is employed to implement the BI,
IBI, and FM methods. All CG potentials are generated in a tabulated
format. These potentials account for all underlying interactions in
the AA simulations, such as van der Waals and electrostatics. The
development of dedicated potentials for modeling electrostatics will
be pursued in the future.

It is noted that the CG force field is only applicable to the pep-
toid under consideration in this study. This is because the CG model
is parameterized using AA trajectories of a specific peptoid sequence
and, hence, is not transferable to other peptoid sequences. Therefore,
for new peptoid sequences, the entire coarse-graining procedure
needs to be repeated. Following an earlier work on peptides,43 an
approach to build a transferable CG force field for peptoids will be
pursued in the future. This will involve sampling AA MD simulation
trajectories of multiple peptoid sequences.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A systematic coarse graining approach is employed to resolve

the self-assembly of peptoids into ordered aggregates while pre-
serving their molecular structure. AA trajectories of peptoids in
aqueous solution serve as a reference for the development of the
CG model. The AA simulations reproduce the helical conforma-
tion of the [Nspe–Npmb–(Nspe)2–NLys–Nspe]2 peptoid sequence

FIG. 2. Free energy Ramachandran plots for a selected residue in the [Nspe–Npmb–(Nspe)2–NLys–Nspe]2 peptoid sequence. These plots are for a single peptoid in an
aqueous solution. The cis (a) and trans (b) isomers are shown separately.
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reported in experiments.14,15 The CG simulations reproduce the
helical conformation, among other structural properties. Further-
more, CG simulations of multiple peptoids yield a hemispherical
aggregate that is in qualitative agreement with the microspheres
reported in experiments.14,15 The Nspe residues reside in the bulk
of the hydrophobic core of the hemispherical aggregate, whereas the
NLys residues are organized at the exterior of the aggregate. Finally,
the Npmb residues are located along the curved interface of the
aggregate.

Figures 2, SI.8, and SI.9 show that the AA simula-
tions sample the helical conformations of the [Nspe–Npmb–
(Nspe)2–NLys–Nspe]2 peptoid sequence. Figure 2 shows the
Ramachandran plots for a single peptoid in an aqueous solu-
tion. The regions of energy minima correspond to helical
conformations.17,21,23,54 Similar helical conformations are observed
in systems with multiple peptoids (see Figs. SI.8 and SI.9). It is noted
that the Ramachandran plots show a preference toward either cis
or trans isomers in multi-peptoid systems. In these systems, both
isomers are rarely observed in the same peptoid residue. This obser-
vation is in agreement with other studies that report a bias toward a
specific isomer in peptoid-based assemblies.11,66

The CG force field is developed by sampling the AA simulation
trajectories. The force field development workflow is similar to an
earlier study on the CG models for peptides.20 The order of building
the CG potentials follows a systematic routine described in a previ-
ous study.19 The first set of steps is to derive the water–water and
peptoid–peptoid potentials and the initial estimates for the bonded
potentials. These steps can be performed in any order.

A. Water–water
An AA system with 2180 water molecules serves as the refer-

ence to develop CG water–water nonbonded potentials. The TIP3P
model67–69 is employed for the AA representation of the water
molecules. The system is simulated in a box of dimensions 4 nm.
The AA MD simulation is run for 200 ns in the NPT ensemble. The
final 50 ns of the trajectory is sampled to generate a water–water
RDF. This RDF is converted to a CG water–water potential using
BI. The equilibrated AA configuration is converted to a CG config-
uration using the csg_map tool in the VOTCA package.65 The CG
simulation is run in the NVT ensemble using a 2 fs time step. The
resulting water–water RDF from the CG trajectory does not agree
with the corresponding RDF from the AA trajectory. To improve the
CG potential, the IBI method is applied. After 300 steps of IBI, the
water–water RDF from the CG trajectory is in complete agreement
with the corresponding RDF for the AA trajectory (see Fig. SI.10).
Each IBI step runs for 300 ps.

Since the reference system does not include any effects from
other molecules, such as peptoids and ions, the CG water–water
potential is transferable to systems with different concentrations of
peptoids. Figure SI.11 shows that the water–water RDFs from the
CG trajectory are in good agreement with the corresponding AA
RDFs for low and high concentrations of peptoids.

B. Peptoid–peptoid
There are two types of peptoid–peptoid nonbonded interac-

tions: intermolecular and intramolecular interactions. The inter-
molecular interactions govern the self-assembly of the peptoids,

whereas the intramolecular interactions partially preserve the struc-
ture of individual peptoids. The FM with exclusions method,20,42

in particular, resolves the intermolecular interactions between pep-
toids. The original implementation of the FM method40 projects
all the AA forces onto the CG coordinates. This would include
effects of the bonded and intramolecular nonbonded interactions
in the peptoid–peptoid nonbonded potentials. Hence, these inter-
actions are excluded from the FM process. The peptoid–ion and
ion–ion nonbonded interactions are developed in conjunction with
the peptoid–peptoid potentials.

The intramolecular nonbonded interactions in peptoids are
modeled with the same peptoid–peptoid potentials. Due to the
exclusions, these CG potentials do not capture the underlying AA
intramolecular effects that govern peptoid structure. This leads to a
loss in the backbone conformation of the peptoids in the CG sim-
ulations. This is fixed with special bonded potentials that will be
discussed in Sec. III E.

An AA system with a high concentration of peptoids is selected
for the development of the peptoid–peptoid nonbonded potentials.
The self-assembly of eight peptoids in the AA representation is mod-
eled in a simulation box of dimensions 4 nm. The system is solvated
with 2196 water molecules. Sixteen monovalent chloride ions are
added to maintain charge neutrality. This system corresponds to
a 0.65M concentration of peptoids. The AA simulation is run for
1000 ns in the NPT ensemble (Fig. SI.12). Since this AA system
partially captures the aggregation of peptoids, it serves as a good ref-
erence for simulating the aggregation in the CG model. The forces
are extracted from the final 200 ns of the simulation trajectory. The
FM method compiles the forces to generate the peptoid–peptoid
nonbonded potentials. These potentials are best suited for CG sys-
tems with the same concentration of peptoids as the AA reference
system, i.e., 0.65M. The peptoid–peptoid nonbonded potentials gov-
ern the individual structure and assembly of the peptoids in the CG
simulations.

C. Peptoid–water
The IBI method is used to generate peptoid–water poten-

tials that resolve the solvation of the peptoid molecule. The
peptoid–peptoid and water–water nonbonded potentials and the
initial estimates of the bonded potentials are derived prior to this
step. (The initial estimates for bonded potentials are derived using
the BI method. See the section titled “Iterative refinement of bonded
potentials” for details.) An AA simulation of a single peptoid in
water is run for 1000 ns. The reference RDFs are constructed from
the final 100 000 coordinate frames of the AA simulation trajec-
tory. Hundred steps of IBI generate good quality peptoid–water
potentials. Each IBI step executes a 300 ps CG MD simulation.
The resulting CG potentials accurately resolve the overall solva-
tion of the peptoid (see Fig. 3). Correct solvation of the peptoid
is required to access the appropriate backbone conformations.22,23

Minor errors are observed between the AA and CG peptoid–water
distributions. Figure 3(d) shows that the backbone residues of the
peptoid are slightly more hydrophilic in the CG representation.
However, the overall description of the AA RDF is captured by
the CG RDF. The ion–water potential is developed along with the
peptoid–water potentials. Figure SI.13 shows that the AA and CG
RDFs for ion–water interactions are in agreement with each other.
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FIG. 3. Peptoid–water RDFs. (a)–(c) Sol-
vation of the peptoid side chain residues.
(d) Solvation of the peptoid backbone
residues. The black and red distributions
correspond to the measurements per-
formed using the AA and CG trajectories,
respectively.

D. Iterative refinement of bonded potentials
The BI method is employed to generate CG potentials for

all bonded interactions, namely, bonds, angles, and dihedrals. An
AA system encompassing the [Nspe–Npmb–(Nspe)2–NLys–Nspe]2
peptoid sequence in an aqueous solution is considered as the refer-
ence. This AA system is simulated for 1000 ns. The BI method pro-
cesses the last 100 000 frames of the AA MD trajectory to generate
the CG potentials. The resultant CG distributions are not in com-
plete agreement with the corresponding AA distributions. Hence,
the CG bonded potentials are iteratively refined using IBI. Figure 4
shows the resultant CG distributions to be in good agreement with
the AA distributions.

The bonded potentials are refined in the order of increasing
flexibility, i.e., bonds < angles < dihedrals.19 Bonds and angles are

FIG. 4. Comparison of the bonded distributions across AA and CG simulations. (a)
Average distribution of all bonds along the peptoid backbone. (b) and (c) Average
distribution of all angles and dihedrals along the peptoid backbone, respectively.
The black and red distributions correspond to the measurements performed using
the AA and CG trajectories, respectively.

refined with 3 and 2 steps of IBI, respectively. With these refine-
ments, Fig. 4(c) shows that the CG dihedral distributions are in
perfect agreement with the corresponding AA distributions. Hence,
the dihedrals are not refined using IBI. The good agreement between
the dihedral distributions demonstrates that the secondary structure
of the peptoid, namely, the helical conformations, is preserved in the
CG model.

As an aside, IBI is only performed on bonds and angles
that involve backbone beads. Bonded interactions involving
backbone–side chain and side chain–side chain interactions are well
represented by the CG potentials generated via BI.

E. Peptoid chain conformations
All bonded and nonbonded CG potentials work in conjunc-

tion to govern the equilibrium chain conformation of the peptoid.
To access the overall conformation of the peptoid, the end-to-end
distance of the sequence is measured. This is the distance between
the C and N termini of the peptoid sequence. Figure 5(a) shows
that the end-to-end distance of the peptoid in the CG simulation
is not in agreement with the corresponding distribution in the AA
simulation. In particular, the CG representation of the peptoid sam-
ples smaller values of the end-to-end distance. These conformations
could be due to the unrestrained flexibility of the peptoid backbone.
It is surmised that the intramolecular nonbonded interactions play
a role in maintaining the conformation of the peptoid backbone.
Since these interactions are not sampled in the model development
process, the CG backbone conformation is not in agreement with
the corresponding results from the AA reference. For further assess-
ment, the degree of bending of the peptoid backbone is measured
with the 1–3–5 angles (BBX–BBX+2–BBX+4).

Figure 5(b) shows that the CG distribution samples smaller
angles between 60○ and 120○. This indicates that the CG peptoid
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FIG. 5. End-to-end distance and a
selected 1–3–5 angle of the peptoid
measured using the AA and CG trajec-
tories. (a) and (b) Distributions before
adding 1–3–5 angle potentials to the
CG force field. (c) and (d) Distributions
after adding 1–3–5 angle potentials to
the CG force field. The black and red
distributions correspond to the measure-
ments performed using the AA and CG
trajectories, respectively.

backbone has a higher degree of bending in comparison with the
AA reference. Hence, special 1–3–5 angles (BBX–BBX+2–BBX+4) are
added to the CG model. These angles are along the backbone of the
peptoid sequence. Initially, these special potentials are derived by
BI. Next, they are refined with a single step of IBI. These modifi-
cations result in the overall agreement of the end-to-end distance
measured using the AA and CG trajectories [see Fig. 5(c)]. This
means that the overall backbone conformation of the CG peptoid
is in agreement with the AA reference. However, the 1–3–5 angle
distribution [Fig. 5(d)] is still not in complete agreement with the
corresponding AA distribution. A higher number of IBI steps do not
improve the agreement between the AA and CG distributions of the
1–3–5 angles. Since the overall backbone conformation (end-to-end
distance) is in agreement with the corresponding results from the
AA simulations, the discrepancy in 1–3–5 angle distributions can be
ignored. Figure 5(c) shows that the peak positions (at ∼2 nm) of the
AA and CG distributions are in agreement. In addition, it is signifi-
cant that the CG simulation samples the entire AA distribution from
∼0.5 to 3 nm. The minor disagreements in the distributions of the
end-to-end distance could be due to the large breadth of the distri-
bution. The agreement between the distributions can be improved
by including additional CG special potentials, such as 1–5 bonds
(BBX–BBX+4). This step is not performed to avoid over-constraining
the peptoid backbone.

F. Comparison of time scales
Coarse-grained models accelerate the dynamics of peptoids due

to a smoother potential energy surface.70,71 Hence, the AA and CG
time scales cannot be compared directly to each other. In analogy to
an earlier study,20 the diffusion coefficients of a single peptoid are

compared across the AA and CG simulations. Table SI.I reports the
self-diffusion coefficients of the peptoid in AA (DAA) and CG (DCG)
representations. For a single peptoid in an aqueous solution, the
ratio of DCG to DAA is ∼4. This means that the effective time scale in
CG simulations is four times than that for the AA simulations. How-
ever, this value is not applicable to systems with multiple peptoids
(discussed in Sec. III G) as the acceleration in dynamics is dependent
upon the concentration of peptoids. Hence, the AA and CG time
scales are not compared for systems with multiple peptoids. In this
case, the final equilibrated configuration in the CG simulation will be
compared to the corresponding configuration in the AA simulation.
Since the effective CG time scale is not computed for multiple pep-
toid simulations, the effective run-times for CG simulations (total
number of MD time steps × actual time step × effective CG time
scale) are not provided in Sec. III G. Instead, the total number of
MD time steps is provided.

G. Systems with multiple peptoids
The CG model is tested on systems with multiple peptoids.

The structure of individual peptoids and their assembly is validated
against corresponding results from the AA simulations and exper-
imental results. The results of CG systems encompassing a smaller
number of peptoids (1, 2, 4, and 8 peptoids in water) are compared
to the corresponding results from AA simulations. However, this
comparison cannot be made for larger CG systems (namely, 64 and
128 peptoids in water). The AA simulations are unable to resolve the
dynamics of a large number of peptoids across extensive spatiotem-
poral scales. This is attributed to the rough potential energy surface
of the AA model that results in longer relaxation times. Hence, the
results from the larger CG systems are compared with those from
experiments.
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FIG. 6. End-to-end distance of
the [Nspe–Npmb–(Nspe)2–NLys–Nspe]2
peptoid sequence in systems with mul-
tiple peptoids. The black and red
distributions correspond to the measure-
ments performed using the AA and CG
trajectories, respectively. Panel (a) is the
same as Fig. 5(c).

For systems encompassing a smaller number of peptoids, the
structure of the individual peptoids are compared across AA and
CG simulations. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the end-to-end
distances for 1, 2, 4, and 8 peptoids. With the exception of the 2 pep-
toid system, the measurements for the CG systems are in agreement
with the corresponding results from the AA systems. This demon-
strates that the CG model preserves the individual structure of the
peptoids in the presence of interactions with neighboring peptoids.
The effect of neighboring peptoid chains on the structure of individ-
ual peptoids was not used to parameterize the CG model and, hence,
showcases the robustness and transferability of the model.

The tendency to retain helical conformations in CG simulations
is assessed. The Ramachandran plots for the AA simulations of sin-
gle and multiple peptoid systems show that the peptoids retain their
helical conformations (Figs. 2, SI.8, and SI.9). Ramachandran plots
cannot be constructed for the CG representation of the peptoids
as it is only applicable for atomistic dihedrals. However, the distri-
butions of the CG backbone dihedral (BBX–BBX+1–BBX+2–BBX+3)
are indicative of the average backbone conformation. Hence, Fig. 7
shows a comparison of the distribution for the backbone dihedrals
for 1, 2, 4, and 8 peptoid systems. With the exception of the 2 pep-
toid system, all distributions of the dihedral in the CG representation
are in agreement with corresponding distributions in the AA repre-
sentation. This demonstrates that the peptoids retain their helical
conformations.

The discrepancy in the 2 peptoid system could be attributed
to the bonded potentials that are fit to the single peptoid system.
With the exception of the 2 peptoid system, the AA end-to-end

distance for all systems is ∼2 nm (see Fig. 6). The AA end-to-end
distance in the 2 peptoid system is shorter than in the other systems
(∼1.5 nm). This means that the overall conformation of the peptoids
in the 2 peptoid system is different from the overall conformation of
peptoids in the other systems. It is surmised that this effect is overes-
timated in the CG 2 peptoid system wherein the end-to-end distance
is even shorter (∼1 nm). Furthermore, a shorter end-to-end dis-
tance in the AA 2 peptoid system affects the associated AA dihedral
distribution (Fig. 7). Barring the 2 peptoid system, all dihedral distri-
butions are unimodal in nature; i.e., they have a single peak centered
at ∼0○. However, the AA dihedral distribution for the 2 peptoid sys-
tem is bimodal; i.e., there are peaks at−90○ and 90○. The CG model is
unable to capture this change in the backbone conformation. Taken
together, the AA 2 peptoid simulations sample drastically different
conformations in comparison with the other systems. The CG model
provides a good agreement for the 4 and 8 peptoid systems as the
corresponding AA distributions are not drastically different from
the reference system (namely, the AA single peptoid system that has
an average end-to-end distance of 2 nm, and the peak of the dihedral
distribution is centered at ∼0○). Figure SI.14 shows the dimer formed
by the 2 AA peptoids at different instances of time in the AA MD tra-
jectory. Figures SI.14A and SI.14B show configurations where the 2
peptoids adopt a shorter end-to-end distance, whereas Figs. SI.14C
and SI.14D show configurations where the 2 peptoids adopt rel-
atively longer end-to-end distances. Since the average end-to-end
distance is short for these AA peptoids (1.5 nm), it is surmised that
the conformations shown in Figs. SI.14A and SI.14B are more likely.
The reasons for adopting shorter conformations could be attributed
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the backbone
dihedral distributions between AA and
CG representations of the [Nspe–
Npmb–(Nspe)2–NLys–Nspe]2 peptoid
sequence. The black and red distri-
butions correspond to measurements
performed using the AA and CG
trajectories, respectively.

to the hydrophobic effect. However, this would require a more rig-
orous investigation of how the peptoid residues pack in the dimer.
Since the goal was to assess the transferability of the CG model, fur-
ther investigations related to the 2 peptoid system are beyond the
scope of this work and will be pursued in the future.

In systems with a larger number of peptoids, the final equi-
librated configuration in the CG simulation is compared with the
microspheres reported by experimental studies.14,15 Figure 8 shows
that the 64 CG peptoids self-assemble to form a hemispherical aggre-
gate. The curvature associated with this aggregate could explain the
formation of large-scale curved assemblies, such as microspheres.
Due to longer relaxation times in the AA model, peptoids do not
assemble into aggregates that can be compared with experimental
observations. For example, the AA system with 64 peptoids forms a
loosely connected network of small aggregates (see Fig. SI.15).

Experiments report microspheres that have an average dia-
meter of 3 μm15 Since this dimension is much larger than the
length of a single peptoid (∼2 nm), experiments suggest that a
microsphere may consist of a collection of smaller assemblies. In
particular, experiments report that long peptoid aggregates self-
assemble to form microspheres.15 Figure SI.16 shows that 128 CG
peptoids self-assemble into a long sheet-like aggregate. This aggre-
gate encompasses two smaller hemispherical aggregates that are
connected to each other. It is surmised that larger systems (with
more than 128 peptoids) will form a relatively longer aggregate that
will be a network of multiple hemispherical assemblies. However,
with the current approach, the self-assembly of a larger number of
peptoids is not computationally feasible. Instead, one can start with
a preassembled initial configuration where the peptoids are placed

in close proximity to each other. A good initial configuration will
ensure that the final assembly is in agreement with experiments. The
observations from this work can guide the design of a preassem-
bled initial configuration for a larger system. For example, multiple
hemispherical aggregates could be placed in close proximity and a
long MD simulation could resolve the assembly of a larger structure
that is in better agreement with experiments (microspheres). This
approach can be pursed in the future.

FIG. 8. Self-assembly of 64 CG peptoids into a hemispherical aggregate. (a)–(f)
Instances of the self-assembly process at 0, 3 × 106, 6 × 106, 1 × 107,
1.5 × 107, and 2 × 107 time steps, respectively. Color scheme: red—peptoid
backbone, yellow—Nspe, blue—Npmb, and green—NLys.
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Although the final aggregate formed in the CG simulations can-
not be compared with AA simulations, Fig. SI.17 shows that the
local properties such as the Nspe–Nspe interactions are in qualitative
agreement with the corresponding results from AA simulations. The
location of the first peak (approximately between 0.3 and 0.5 nm) in
the CG distributions is in agreement with the corresponding results
from the AA distributions. However, the peak heights do not agree
due to differences in the degree of aggregation in the AA and CG
simulations. Previous studies suggest that aromatic stacking between
Nspe residues could yield assemblies such as microspheres.15 Fur-
thermore, experiments on the [Nspe–Npmb–(Nspe)2–NLys–Nspe]2
peptoid sequence report that Nspe residues populate two faces of
the peptoid helix.14,15 The third face of the helix consists of alternat-
ing Npmb and NLys residues.14,15 It is noted that the Npmb–Npmb
and NLys–NLys interactions are not in agreement across the AA and
CG simulations due to the differences in the aggregation of the pep-
toids. Hence, the organization of the residues on the third face of
the helix is key to the difference in the results from the AA and CG
simulations.

Experiments show that the residues on the third face of the pep-
toid helix determine the shape and size of the final assembly.15 To
understand the organization of the residues on the third face of the
helix, the spatial location of Npmb and NLys residues in the CG sys-
tem encompassing 64 peptoids is assessed (see Fig. 9). Figure 9(d)
shows that NLys residues are located at the exterior of the final
assembly. This is attributed to the hydrophilicity of these residues.
It is noted that the final assembly has two exposed surfaces, namely,
a curved and a flat surface (Fig. 10). There are a higher number of
NLys residues on the curved surface. This is explained by the con-
formation adopted by the individual peptoids within the assembly.
Peptoid conformation is assessed on the basis of the placement of
the two NLys residues in the sequence. First, Fig. 10(b) depicts a pep-
toid conformation wherein there is one NLys residue on both of the
exposed surfaces. Next, Fig. 10(b) depicts a peptoid conformation
wherein both NLys residues are placed on the curved surface. The
second conformation results in a higher number of NLys residues
on the curved surface. The curvature of the surface allows the NLys

FIG. 9. (a) Hemispherical aggregate consisting of 64 CG peptoids. (b)–(d) Spa-
tial location of the Nspe, Npmb, and NLys residues, respectively. Color scheme:
red—peptoid backbone, yellow—Nspe, blue—Npmb, and green—NLys.

FIG. 10. (a) Hemispherical aggregate formed by 64 CG peptoids. The backbone
(red) and NLys (green) beads are shown for an easier visualization. The curved
and flat exterior surfaces are labeled. (b) The two conformations that the pep-
toids adopt in the hemispherical aggregate. Conformation 1: one NLys residue is
located on the flat surface and one NLys residue is located on the curved surface.
Conformation 2: both NLys residues are located on the curved surface. All other
peptoids are represented as small spheres for a better visualization of the two
conformations.

residues to be farther apart from each other. This is expected as
NLys residues electrostatically repel each other (due to their positive
charges). This observation suggests that the conformation wherein
both NLys residues are placed on the curved surface could be more
favorable.

To identify the underlying cause for curvature in the final
assembly, the population of the residues at the curved interface
is investigated. This interface separates the hydrophilic exterior
(primarily consisting of NLys residues) from the hydrophobic inte-
rior (primarily consisting of Nspe residues). Figures 9 and SI.18
shows that Npmb residues are preferentially located along the
curved interface of the aggregate. Due to their mildly hydrophilic
nature, these residues are placed along the interface of the aggregate.

FIG. 11. Cluster count and interaction count measurements during the self-
assembly of 64 CG peptoids in an aqueous solution. The black line represents the
number of peptoid clusters (y-axis on the left) as a function of the number of time
steps. The remaining lines represent the interactions between peptoid residues
(y-axis on the right) as a function of the number of time steps.
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FIG. 12. Zoomed-in view of a possible instance of aromatic stacking. The
hemispherical aggregate consisting of 64 peptoids is shown in a stick figure repre-
sentation. The red and yellow sticks represent the backbone and Nspe residues,
respectively. The other peptoid residues are not shown for clarity. The triangles
represent the aromatic rings of Nspe residues.

Furthermore, it is surmised that the curvature of the aggregate
enhances the exposure of these residues to water, which would be
consistent with their mildly hydrophilic nature.

Finally, it is observed that the interactions between Nspe
residues due to the hydrophobic effect drive the aggregation of
the peptoids. Figure 11 shows that Nspe–Nspe, Npmb–Npmb and
NLys–NLys interactions increase during the progression of the self-
assembly process. The highest increase is in the Nspe–Nspe interac-
tions. The steep increase in the Nspe–Nspe interactions is correlated
with the steep decrease in the number of peptoid clusters. Hence,
the Nspe residues play a critical role in the self-assembly of peptoids.
Since these residues consist of chiral, aromatic side chains, it is sur-
mised that the Nspe–Nspe interactions are indicative of the aromatic
stacking between the peptoids (see Fig. 12). This local organization
between the peptoid chains could stabilize the formation of large
scale assemblies.15

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Protein mimics such as peptoids can form a variety of self-

assembled nanostructures depending upon their sequence and sec-
ondary structures. The exact conformation and organization of
these molecules within a nanostructure remains unknown. Of spe-
cific interest is a peptoid sequence14,15 with a helical secondary
structure that has been observed to assemble into microspheres.
In this study, the conformation and organization of the pep-
toid sequence within an assembly is elucidated via the use of a
hybrid, bottom-up coarse-graining approach. The peptoid sequence
is [Nspe–Npmb–(Nspe)2–NLys–Nspe]2. The resultant CG model
resolves the structure, solvation, and assembly of randomly dis-
persed peptoids in an aqueous solution into aggregates. The bottom-
up coarse-graining approach incorporates the AA details into the
CG model, thereby preserving the structure and conformation of the
sequence.

The structural features, such as the helical conformation, over-
all backbone conformation, and solvation of the peptoid, are repro-
duced in the CG model. Furthermore, the model can efficiently
resolve the aggregation of 64 peptoids into a hemispherical assem-
bly that is in qualitative agreement with experiments. To better
understand the internal structure of this assembly, the organiza-
tion of the three peptoid residues (Npmb, NLys, and Nspe) is

investigated. The Npmb residues are located along the curved inter-
face of the hemispherical assembly, thereby governing the curvature
of the aggregate. Hence, to tune the shape and size of microspheres,
one can selectively mutate the Npmb residues. Furthermore, the
organization of the peptoids within the assembly is characterized
by two peptoid conformations. These conformations determine the
distribution of the NLys residues on the exterior of the assembly.
In the case of the hemispherical assembly, there are two exterior
surfaces. One surface is curved and consists of a larger number of
NLys residues. The other surface is flat and consists of a fewer num-
ber of NLys residues. Finally, the interactions between the Nspe
residues due to the hydrophobic effect govern the self-assembly of
the peptoids. The Nspe residues form the hydrophobic core of the
aggregate.

This study shows that large peptoid-based assemblies could
consist of a collection of smaller hemispherical aggregates. The 128
peptoid CG simulation shows that two hemispherical aggregates are
connected to each other. This means that large peptoid-based assem-
blies (possibly microspheres that are observed in experiments) could
consist of a network of multiple hemispherical aggregates. This
observation could help in better understanding the material proper-
ties associated with peptoid-based assemblies, such as porosity and
overall stability.

Fundamental insights into the organization of molecules and
their conformations within assemblies could elucidate the impact
of residue sequence on the structure, morphology, and function of
the self-assembled nanostructures. This understanding will signifi-
cantly accelerate the development of sequence–structure–property
relations of synthetic and natural materials for their use in numer-
ous disciplines, including pharmaceuticals,6,72 biomedicine,45–47 and
electronics.48,49 The hybrid coarse-graining approach adopted in this
study can be used to support these efforts.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for a description of all tools in
a GitHub repository, simulation details, CG schemes of side chain
residues, AA dihedral schematics, ω dihedrals plots, energies of ω
dihedrals, Ψ–ω and Φ–ω plots, χ1 dihedral plots, dihedral plots of a
8 AA peptoid system, water–water RDFs, self-assembly trajectory of
an 8 AA peptoid system, ion–water RDF, comparison of AA and CG
time scales for a single peptoid system, 2 AA peptoid dimer config-
urations, self-assembly of a 64 AA peptoid system, snapshots of the
final assembly formed by the 128 CG peptoid system, Nspe–Nspe
RDFs, and snapshots of the final assembly formed by the 64 CG
peptoid system.
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